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[1] An electrical resistivity profile across the central Mariana subduction system shows high resistivity in
the upper mantle beneath the back-arc spreading ridge where melt might be expected to exist. Although
seismic data are equivocal on the extent of a possible melt region, the question arises as to why a 2-D mag-
netotelluric (MT) survey apparently failed to image any melt. We have run forward models and inversions
that test possible 3-D melt geometries that are consistent with the MT data and results of other studies from
the region, and that we use to place upper bounds on the possible extent of 3-D melt region beneath the
spreading center. Our study suggests that the largest melt region that was not directly imaged by the 2-D
MT data, but that is compatible with the observations as well as the likely effects of melt focusing, has a
3-D shape on a ridge-segment scale focused toward the spreading center and a resistivity of 100 W-m that
corresponds to�0.1–�1% interconnected silicate melt embedded in a background resistivity of�500 W-m.
In contrast to the superfast spreading southern East Pacific Rise, the 3-D melt region suggests that buoyant
mantle upwelling on a ridge-segment scale is the dominant process beneath the slow-spreading central
Mariana back-arc. A final test considers whether the inability to image a 3-D melt region was a result of
the 2-D survey geometry. The result reveals that the 2-D transect completed is useful to elucidate a broad
range of 3-D melt bodies.
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1. Introduction

[2] Recent geophysical experiments at the central
Mariana subduction system have imaged the upper
mantle in some detail [Matsuno et al., 2010;
Pozgay et al., 2009; Pyle et al., 2010; Barklage,
2010]. In particular, a large magnetotelluric (MT)
study determined the electrical resistivity structure
of the mantle along a transect extending from the
incoming Pacific plate across the trench and the arc,
and crossing the 18�S segment of the back-arc
spreading center [Matsuno et al., 2010] (Figure 1).
The electrical resistivity structure of the mantle is
sensitive to temperature, the presence of water in
olivine and especially to the presence of a small
volume of interconnected melt phases, and hence
MT methods provide an ideal complement to seis-
mic approaches for imaging the mantle. The model
produced from the MT data contains a large con-
ductive feature associated with dehydration-driven
melting of the mantle above the downgoing slab.
However, a particularly striking result is the lack of
evidence for enhanced electrical conductivity that
would infer the presence of melt beneath the back
arc spreading center (Figure 1), in apparent con-
tradiction to the result for seismic attenuation
[Pozgay et al., 2009]. This outcome led us to
question whether some melt could be present in the
upper mantle beneath the spreading center, but
located in a region of such limited spatial extent
that it remained undetected. The purposes of this
paper are addressing this question and exploring a
range of plausible melt regions with the aim of
bounding the melt column dimensions.

[3] Possible explanations for high resistivity in the
mantle beneath the spreading center are that no
more than a small amount of melt that is poorly
interconnected is present within the mantle, or that
the slow spreading ridge system results in 3-D melt
delivery with a limited along-strike dimension that
is difficult to image with data collected along a 2-D
transect [Matsuno et al., 2010]. The slow spreading
rate of the ridge would lead us to prefer the second
explanation, as other observations at slow spread-
ing centers predict segmented melt delivery to the
ridge crest [e.g., Lin et al., 1990; Forsyth, 1996].

[4] Seismological images of the mantle beneath the
Marianas system similarly fail to conclusively

image a melt body. Seismic attenuation is generally
high, suggesting the existence of <1% melt in a
columnar shape with a width of �75 km down to
�100 km depth [Pozgay et al., 2009]. 3-D body
wave tomography shows that seismic velocities
(both Vp and Vs) are low beneath the spreading
center, and that the Vp/Vs ratio is moderately high
beneath the spreading ridge but is lower than that
beneath the arc [Barklage, 2010]. These anomalies
suggest the existence of a small amount of melt and/
or water, but they are also compatible with expected
thermal variations in the upper mantle and also with
variations in the grain size of polycrystalline olivine
[Barklage, 2010]. The shear velocity structure
inferred from Rayleigh wave phase velocity con-
tains slightly slow values that are shifted trenchward
from the spreading center [Pyle et al., 2010].

[5] The back-arc spreading segment that the elec-
tromagnetic and seismic transects cross has a slow
spreading rate of �30 mm/yr [e.g., Bibee et al.,
1980; Kato et al., 2003], similar to the spreading
rate of the whole Mariana back-arc ridge [e.g.,
Hussong and Uyeda, 1982]. The length of the seg-
ment is�60 km, and the topography of the segment
has features typical of a slow spreading system, with
a median valley and a topographic high at the seg-
ment center [e.g., Kitada et al., 2006]. Analysis of
gravity data shows a circular mantle Bouguer
anomaly low beneath the target segment, a smaller
low anomaly beneath the adjacent segment to the
south, and no anomaly beneath the adjacent seg-
ment to the north [Kitada et al., 2006]. A reflection
and refraction seismic survey across a segment
exhibiting a similar gravity signature as for the MT
transect [Kitada et al., 2006] shows thickening of
the crust and deep reflectors near the top of the
upper mantle just beneath the spreading center
[Takahashi et al., 2008]. These deep reflectors
might indicate the existence of low velocity material
including melt [Takahashi et al., 2008].

[6] Geochemical mapping along the Mariana back-
arc spreading ridge indicates that there is locally
focused mantle upwelling beneath a few segments
where MORB-like composition is dominant [Pearce
et al., 2005; Pearce and Stern, 2006]. The location of
one of the upwelling regions predicted by Pearce et al.
is near the target segment of the electromagnetic
and seismic experiments. Hydration of the source
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mantle was revealed by analyses of petrological
samples from the Mariana back-arc spreading ridge
[e.g., Stolper and Newman, 1994; Kelley et al.,
2006], and this hydration could trigger melting at
increased depth. Hawkins et al. [1990] showed that
the axial ridge of the central Mariana has petrologic
segmentation coincident with tectonic/morphologic
segmentation, suggesting the existence of localized
magma chambers and/or variations in the mantle
source over length scales comparable to those of
ridge segmentation.

[7] Observations at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR)
suggest that mantle melt regions have a 3-D
geometry, lending further evidence to the idea that
melt delivery is segmented at slow spreading cen-
ters. Mantle Bouguer anomalies beneath segments
between 33 and 35�N display circular lows, and
numerical simulations of them support 3-D mantle
flow to segment centers from a deeper mantle

source region [e.g., Lin et al., 1990; Magde et al.,
1997]. Integrated analysis of active-source seismic
survey data at one of the segments displays the
signature of melt focusing toward the segment
center both along- and across-strike in the crust and
the uppermost mantle [Dunn et al., 2005]. Tele-
seismic PKP-phase tomography at another segment
of the MAR reveals rapid variation in travel time
extending away from the ridge axis, suggesting a
narrow melt region with a large melt fraction (<5%)
formed by dynamic upwelling or by veins and
dikes, resulting in a narrow transport zone [Forsyth,
1996].

[8] In terms of electrical resistivity structures at slow
spreading ridge systems, although 2-D and 3-D
images for melt regions are generally lacking, a few
1-D depth profiles have failed to show conductive
features. Magnetotelluric sounding at an axial vol-
canic ridge at the Reykjanes Ridge [Heinson et al.,

Figure 1. A bathymetric map of the central Marianas with the MT site locations (inverted triangles) and the optimal
2-D inversion model of Matsuno et al. [2010] in the inset. The observed data at all of the inverted triangles were used
in the inversions of Matsuno et al. [2010]. Data at the red inverted triangles located within 80 km of the spreading
center are considered in the forward modeling test, and are replaced with synthetic data for the inversion test. Data
at the black triangles are also used in the inversion test. Yellow arrows indicate the axis of the back-arc spreading.
Dashed lines in the bathymetric map show the location of the back-arc spreading axis in the Mariana Trough
[Kitada et al., 2006].
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2000] showed a resistivity of 100–200W-m at depths
shallower than 40 km, leading to the conclusion that
an insignificant melt fraction is retained at these
depths and that melt supply to a mid-crustal magma
chamber, imaged by a controlled source electro-
magnetic survey [MacGregor et al., 1998], is epi-
sodic. The electrical resistivity structure beneath
another back-arc ridge segment in the Mariana
Trough has a resistivity of 100–300 W-m at depths
shallower than �200 km [Seama et al., 2007], sug-
gesting a small melt fraction and/or a 3-D shaped
melt region similar to the observations from the
central Marianas.

2. Method and Melt Region Models

[9] Melt regions that are consistent with the MT
data from the central Marianas were investigated
through a series of electromagnetic forward mod-
eling and inversion tests using synthetic forward
responses. Synthetic data generated from electrical
resistivity models in which 3-D conductive
anomalies representing possible melt regions are
superimposed are used in both types of test. The
FS3D forward modeling program [Baba and
Seama, 2002] was used to generate the synthetic
data for the models. The forward and inversion

models include a flat seafloor of 4 km depth. The
numerical gridding used in the 3-D forward mod-
eling is different from that used in Matsuno et al.
[2010], while that used in the 2-D inversion in
this study is consistent with that used in Matsuno
et al. [2010]. In the forward modeling test, the
basic 2-D model is slightly modified from the opti-
mal 2-D model [Matsuno et al., 2010, Figure 6c] to
remove small-scale artifacts in the upper 6 km that
result from the lack of data sensitive to crustal
structure. This change prevents numerical instability
from occurring during forward modeling.

[10] In the forward modeling test, the size of the
residuals (the differences between the responses for
the model being tested and the background model)
is used to decide whether the result is statistically
compatible within the experimental error, and
hence whether the tested melt region is acceptable
or not. The residual is normalized by the experi-
mental error (i.e., observed standard deviation) at
each observational data point (i.e., at each site
and at each frequency), and is defined by (F(mtest)�
F(mbackground))/s, where F(m) is a modeled value
using the parameters either of mtest (tested model)
or mbackground (background model) through a for-
ward modeling operator F, and s is the observed
standard deviation. A tested melt region model is

Figure 2. Histograms of the observed standard deviation for a subset of the data that were used in the 2-D optimal
inversions of Matsuno et al. [2010]. The subset includes observational sites within 80 km on either side of the spread-
ing center (the red triangles in Figure 1). The vertical line indicates the median of the standard deviation for each ele-
ment that is used to normalize the residuals at hypothetical data points. The standard deviation of apparent resistivity in
the TE mode is shown only for reference because this element was not used by Matsuno et al. [2010] or in this study.
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accepted when the absolute values of the normal-
ized residuals are less than 1, and is rejected when
any of the absolute values of normalized residuals
at the observational data points are larger than 1.
However, there is scatter in the size of the observed
standard deviations, and we consider additional
residuals at hypothetical data points to confirm the
difference between the two synthetic data sets.
These additional residuals at the hypothetical data
points, which are not necessarily coincident with
the observational data points, are normalized by
the median of the observed standard deviation. The
median is a good representation of the observed
standard deviations (Figure 2). The data points
considered in the analysis are located within 80 km
on either side of the back-arc spreading center
because sites beyond this range are not strongly
influenced by the existence or the non-existence of
a melt body beneath the spreading center. The
number of discrete seafloor sites considered is 12,
and are coincident with site numbers 4–15 in
Matsuno et al. [2010]. The minimum period con-
sidered is 103 s, consistent with the minimum period
reliably measured during the Marianas MT experi-
ment. This choice of minimum period impacts our
conclusions below, as some models show differ-
ences in MT responses in the band from 102-103 s.
The inability to record shorter periods was the result
of a weak source signal due to the experiment taking
place during a solar minimum and the deep water in
which the instruments were deployed (the average
depth is around 4 km) that attenuates shorter period
(higher frequency) signals.

[11] In the inversion test, synthetic 2-D data (i.e., TE
and TMmode data) generated frommodels in which
candidate 3-D melt bodies are superimposed are

inverted to evaluate perturbations in the forward
modeling responses that are resolvable. The inver-
sion data consist of the synthetic responses at the
12 sites utilized in the forward modeling test and the
observed responses at other sites located outside
the 12 sites. The observed standard deviations were
assigned to the synthetic forward responses, and the
observed data scatter was also added to them to
ensure compatibility with the real data set. The 2-D
inversion program was an advanced nonlinear con-
jugate gradient algorithm after Rodi and Mackie
[2001] that incorporates transverse anisotropy. The
settings for the synthetic inversions are the same as
in Matsuno et al. [2010]; the regularization param-
eter for model smoothness is 1.8, the value for
model anisotropy is 100 (i.e., we are seeking an
approximately isotropic solution), the horizontal
model weighting factor a is 1.0, the model weight-
ing factor b is 1.6, and a priori incorporation of a
discontinuity in resistivity at the boundary between
the subducted slab and the mantle wedge in the
penalty function is included.

[12] Data elements considered in the tests are the
TE mode phase and the TM mode apparent resis-
tivity and phase. The TE mode apparent resistivity
is not considered because this element was not used
byMatsuno et al. [2010] (but note that synthetic TE
mode apparent resistivity data are shown in some of
the figures for reference). The diagonal elements
are not considered, but they will be discussed in the
context of the sensitivity of a hypothetical 3-D data
set to 3-D melt regions in a later section.

[13] The 3-D conductive anomalies superimposed
on the background 2-D model to simulate the melt
region have a range of shapes, dimensions, and

Figure 3. Cartoons showing (a) rectangular column, (b) triangular, and (c) pyramidal melt region models considered
in the present study.
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resistivities. The shapes considered are: rectangular
columns; a triangular cross section but elongate
along strike; and pyramids (Figure 3). The rectan-
gular column simulates a plausible, if extreme case
of buoyant upwelling [e.g., Scott and Stevenson,
1989]. The triangle is two dimensional in cross-
section but with limited length along strike. A 2-D
triangle shape with infinite length along strike
simulates a passive melt region beneath the ridge,
and has been typical of a faster spreading system [e.g.,
Langmuir et al., 1992]. The pyramid simulates a melt
region with a reasonable degree of melt focused
toward the ridge center, and has been postulated
for a slower spreading system [e.g., Parmentier and
Phipps Morgan, 1990]. The dimensions of the
melt region are defined by the across-strike (along-
transect) length at the bottom of the melt region
(hereafter W), the along-strike (across-transect)
length at the bottom of the melt region (hereafter L),
and the vertical extent. The range of W considered
is 15–90 km in increments of 15 km. The values of
L investigated are 60 km and 120 km. Smaller
values of L (in which L is set equal to W) are also
used to simulate a columnar-shaped model inferred
from the seismic attenuation structure of Pozgay
et al. [2009]. The value for L of 60 km is essen-
tially the length of the ridge segment at 18�S within
which the MT instruments were deployed, and
is also approximately the same as the along-strike
dimension of the circular mantle Bouguer anomaly
low centered on the segment [Kitada et al., 2006].
The depth to the top of the melt region is fixed at
6 km (the oceanic Moho), and the bottom of the
melt region is fixed at �60 km corresponding to the
dry solidus for oceanic mantle. Hydrous melting
can be triggered at depths greater than 60 km in the
Mariana Trough. The amount of melt produced in
the hydrous melt regime is expected to be much
lower than that in the anhydrous melt regime above
the dry solidus. Accordingly, we first focus on the
anhydrous melt region in the forward modeling and
inversion tests, and will later briefly discuss the
influence of the hydrous melt region on the data.

[14] The postulated resistivities of the melt region are
10, 30, and 100 W-m, and are held uniform for sim-
plicity. By setting a uniform resistivity, we are
assuming that the interconnected conductive melt is
uniformly distributed, and are ignoring the impacts
of variations in temperature and pressure in the melt
region on the resistivity of melt. The resistivities can
be translated to melt fraction based on laboratory
models [e.g., Pommier and Le-Trong, 2011], as dis-
cussed below.

[15] Since MT data are more sensitive to conduc-
tance (the product of conductivity and volume) than
conductivity within a specific volume, there is a
trade-off between the shape parameters, W and L,
and the resistivity. For instance, it is possible that two
models with different shapes and with different
resistivities, but with the same conductance, can have
nearly the same MT response. The mean resistivity
value in the reference model derived from Matsuno
et al. [2010] that are replaced with melt anomalies
is �500 W-m. Furthermore, note that the present
approach assumes that the melt sits in an
interconnected network. If this is not true, and melt
sits in isolated pockets on grain boundaries, then high
melt fractions are possible without impacting the
bulk resistivity. However, most studies of melt net-
works and transport in the mantle suggest fairly good
interconnection and rapid removal of melt, indicative
of a conductive network even at low melt fractions
[e.g., Kelemen et al., 1997; Faul, 1997; Drury and
Fitz Gerald, 1996].

3. Results of Forward Modeling
and Inversion Tests

3.1. Forward Modeling Test

[16] For each model considered, pseudosections are
constructed that show the difference in MT
response of the model under test compared to the
reference model, normalized by the error. Examples
of such pseudosections are shown in Figures 4 and
5 for models containing a rectangular column, a
triangular, and a pyramidal shaped melt region
respectively. The resistivity of the melt region
shown is 10 W-m (Figure 4) and 100 W-m
(Figure 5), and the W and L values are both 60 km.

[17] With a resistivity of 10 W-m for the rectangular
column model (Figure 4a), the absolute normalized
residuals are >1.0 for almost all of the sites up to
periods of �105 s for both the TE and TM modes.
The results suggest that a 60 km wide column of
melt, continuous along the ridge segment, is incon-
sistent with the observations. For the triangular
shaped model (Figure 4b), the absolute normalized
residuals are >1.0 at sites located within 30 km of
the ridge and at periods under 104 s, indicating that
the model is also not consistent with the observa-
tions. For the pyramidal model (Figure 4c), the
absolute normalized residuals are >1.0 at sites near
the model center at periods of 103 �3� 103 s in the
TM mode, especially in the phase, while the abso-
lute normalized residuals are <1.0 at almost all of
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Figure 4. Examples of pseudosections of the absolute normalized residual for three melt region models: (a) rectan-
gular column, (b) triangular, and (c) pyramidal. The resistivity of the melt regions is 10 W-m. W (across-strike width)
and L (along-strike length) of the melt regions are both 60 km. The color scale shows the normalized residuals between
the two synthetic data types. The colors in squares show residuals at actual data points, and those in smaller circles
show residuals at hypothetical data points; see text for details. The black dots denote data points used in the 2-D inver-
sions [Matsuno et al., 2010], and the horizontal dashed line in each plot indicates the minimum period of the data set.
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Figure 5. The same as Figure 4 except that the resistivity of the melt regions is 100 W-m.
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the sites for periods over 103 s in the TE mode,
indicating that this melt region model is unfeasible.

[18] With a resistivity of 100 W-m for the rectan-
gular column model (Figure 5a), absolute normal-
ized residuals >1.0 occur mainly at sites within
30 km of either side of the ridge crest and at periods
under 104 s. In other words, the area with absolute
normalized residuals of >1.0 is smaller for the
model with the anomaly of 10 W-m (i.e., a higher
melt fraction). However, the rectangular column
with the dimensions considered is unfeasible for
resistivities of both 10 and 100 W-m. For the tri-
angular shaped model (Figure 5b), the absolute
normalized residuals are >1.0 for only a few values
of the TM mode phase near the center of the model
(i.e., at the spreading center) at periods of 103 �3�
103 s. There are no absolute normalized residuals
>1.0 at periods over 103 s in the TE mode and in the
TM mode apparent resistivity, indicating that this
melt region model is more consistent with the
observations. For the pyramidal model (Figure 5c),
almost all of the absolute normalized residuals are
<1.0. The absolute normalized residuals for a few
data points are >1.0, but they are scattered, suggest-
ing that this melt region model is feasible. The results
for all models considered with L values of 60 and
120 km are tabulated in Table 1. The criterion used to
define the allowable model dimensions listed in
Table 1 is that the absolute normalized residuals are
<1.0. The small changes in conductance between
some of the models result in very subtle changes in
MT responses leading to multiple acceptable values
for the dimensions of the melt region.

[19] We have also considered models with equal
values of W and L, and the results are shown in
Table 2. The same criterion as used for Table 1 is
applied. In this case, acceptable values of W (and
L) are slightly larger than the results with
L = 60 km, but the differences are insignificant. The
results also place a constraint on the maximum
along-strike dimension of the melt region.

3.2. Inversion Test

[20] Inversion models using the synthetic forward
responses generated from the representative six
models of Figures 4 and 5, and the differences
between the inversion result and the original 2-D
inversion model, are displayed in Figures 6 and 7.
The differences between the synthetic models and
the original 2-D inversion model that represent
superimposed melt bodies are also shown in the
same figures. The largest differences between the
inversion models and the original 2-D inversion
model of >0.5 decade occur around the center of the
rectangular column melt region with a resistivity of
10 W-m (Figure 6a, middle), and the differences
become smaller (<0.5 decade) as the resistivity of
the melt region increases and as the shape of the
melt region changes from the rectangular column to
the triangle, and finally to the pyramid. The differ-
ences are smallest (<0.1 decade) for the pyramid
melt region with a resistivity of 100 W-m
(Figure 7c, middle). These variations compare well
to the perturbations in the synthetic forward
responses shown in Figures 4 and 5. The RMS
misfits for the six models are insignificantly dif-
ferent from each other (1.118–1.121 for five mod-
els and a smaller value of 1.101 for the rectangular
column model with a resistivity of 10 W-m), and
from the original 2-D inversion model (1.122).
RMS misfit and model smoothness curves (L-
curves) for inversions using the synthetic data sets
and other regularization parameters for model
smoothness are quite similar to the curve obtained
in the inversion of the original data set. Inversions
with other dimensions and resistivities for 3-D melt
bodies were also carried out. The model differences
in the inversions for the maximum allowable melt
bodies listed in Tables 1 and 2 are all <0.1 decade
with statistically indistinguishable RMS misfits.
Consequently, 3-D melt region models that are
concluded to be feasible in the forward modeling
test will be difficult to be identified in a 2-D
inversion model, while those that are concluded to

Table 2. Maximum Width (W) and Length (L) in km
for the Acceptable Melt Regions With Equal W and
L for Each Resistivity in W-m and for Each Shape of
the Melt Region

Resistivity Square Column Triangle Pyramid

10 <15 15 30
30 15 15 30
100 15 45 60

Table 1. Maximum Width (W) in km for the
Acceptable Melt Regions for Each Resistivity in W-m
and for Each Shape of the Melt Region

Resistivity

Rectangular
Column Triangle Pyramid

L = 60 L = 120 L = 60 L = 120 L = 60 L = 120

10 <15 <15 <15 <15 15 <15
30 <15 <15 15 <15 30 15
100 15 15 30–45 30 60–75 30–45
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be unfeasible in the forward modeling test will
appear in a 2-D inversion model.

4. Discussion

[21] The forward modeling test have defined the 3-D
melt region dimensions, shape and resistivity that
are compatible with the measurement errors, and the
inversion test have shown that synthetic data
derived by superimposing feasible 3-D melt regions
on the background model generate very similar

models to those presented in Matsuno et al. [2010]
with statistically insignificant differences in RMS
misfit. The latter implies that the feasible 3-D melt
regions will not appear in a 2-D representation of the
regional structure. The following discussion covers
the melt fractions inferred from resistivity, consis-
tency and inconsistency of the results with other
studies, the electromagnetic implications of a melt
region and mantle upwelling, and the sensitivity of
observed and hypothetical data to possible 3-D melt
regions.

Figure 6. (left) Cross-sections of inversion models using the data generated from synthetic models in which 3-D con-
ductive melt bodies are superimposed on the original 2-D inversion model of Matsuno et al. [2010], (middle) the dif-
ferences between the modified inversion models and the original 2-D inversion model, and (right) the differences
between the synthetic 3-D models and the original 2-D inversion model. The model difference is obtained by subtract-
ing the original 2-D model from a model in which the 3-D melt body is superimposed in logarithmic resistivity. The
cross-sections cut the center of the superimposed 3-D melt regions. The geometries of the 3-D melt regions are (a) rect-
angular columnar, (b) triangular, and (c) pyramidal. The dashed lines in each plot delineate the cross-section of each
melt region. The geometries of the lines in Figures 6b and 6c appear to be the same, but the actual geometries are 3-D
and differ from each other as shown in Figure 3. The resistivity of the melt regions is 10 W-m, and W and L are set to
60 km. The color scales are logarithmic, but are different for the models and model differences. The white color in the
model differences (both end columns) indicates that absolute values are smaller than 0.1 decade. Inverted filled trian-
gles near the top in each plot indicate station locations used in the inversion.
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[22] Regions of anomalously low resistivity seen in
MT surveys are often interpreted in terms of an
interconnected melt network. Laboratory measure-
ments of the conductivity of melts for a range of
compositions and temperature conditions show
that silicate melts are �1–10 S/m (�0.1–1 W-m)
[e.g., Roberts and Tyburczy, 1999; ten Grotenhuis
et al., 2005; Toffelmier and Tyburczy, 2007;
Yoshino et al., 2010; Pommier and Le-Trong,
2011]. More critical, however, is the nature of
the melt network and the degree of interconnectivity
of the melt [e.g., Schmeling, 1986; Roberts and
Tyburczy, 1999; ten Grotenhuis et al., 2005]. We
use the Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound, which
assumes the end-member case of complete melt
connectivity in the host rock [Hashin and Shtrikman,
1962] to infer the melt fraction from the resistivity.
With the Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound for two
phases, if the host resistivity is set at 500W-m, which
is the background value found in the 2-D inversion
model, and the silicate melt resistivity is set at 10 S/m
(0.1 W-m) [e.g., Yoshino et al., 2010], then bulk

resistivities of 10, 30, and 100 W-m, respectively,
correspond to a melt fraction of 1.5%, 0.5%, and
0.1%. Assuming a less conductive melt of 1 S/m
[e.g.,Roberts and Tyburczy, 1999], the corresponding
melt fractions are 14%, 4.7%, and 1.2%. Largely as
a consequence of the uncertainty about the resistiv-
ity of silicate melt, but also because of uncertainties
about temperature and melt composition, a wide
range of melt fractions are compatible with a given
resistivity. If the melt is particularly hydrous and
hence more conductive, the melt faction can be even
lower [Ni et al., 2011], although very hydrous melts
are probably confined to those generated at the slab
and transported to the arc.

[23] Seismic attenuation studies suggest a �75 km
wide columnar-shaped melt region in the central
Marianas [Pozgay et al., 2009]. However, a nar-
rower melt region remains possible in the attenua-
tion model due to the effect of the smoothing
operator used in inversion, although Pozgay et al.
[2009] did not evaluate the significance of the

Figure 7. The same as Figure 6 except that the resistivity of the 3-D melt regions is 100 W-m.
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width of the high attenuation anomaly in detail. If
the melt region contains interconnected melt, the
closest model in terms of shape and dimension
consistent with the MT data is a pyramidal melt
region (W = 60–75 and L = 60) that is fairly
resistive (100 W-m). The dimensions of this melt
region model cover the �60 km length of the seg-
ment, and as such, is consistent with the along-strike
length of a gravity low centered on the segment
[Kitada et al., 2006]. An interconnected silicate
melt fraction of between 0.1 and 1%, consistent with
a resistivity of 100 W-m, is broadly compatible with
the melt fraction inferred from the seismic attenua-
tion structures by Pozgay et al. [2009].

[24] Isolated melt distributed over a length scale of
tens of kilometers would not be detected by the
Marianas MT data. This could occur if, for example,
melt is retained in the mantle away from the primary
melt region. That said, the primary melt regions
inferred from this study are not wide across- and
along-strike, and are considerably smaller than the
melt supply region beneath the southern East Pacific
Rise [Baba et al., 2006]. The melt region beneath
the southern East Pacific Rise is shown to be 2-D
extending infinitely along strike, and the minimum
melt fraction is �1% inferred from a resistivity of
�10–30 W-m for an isotropic model and in the
horizontal direction of an anisotropic model, and is
>�4% inferred from a resistivity of <�10 W-m in
the vertical direction of the anisotropic model [Baba
et al., 2006] (note that the estimation of the mini-
mum melt fraction was based on the parallel bound
model for aligned sheets, and was calculated from
the resistivity structure, a thermal structure based on
a half-space cooling model, and the results of Xu
et al. [2000] and Tyburczy and Waff [1983]).
This difference probably reflects a mechanism of
buoyant mantle upwelling and focused melt
transport at this slow spreading ridge.

[25] The consensus view that melt is focused from a
broader melt region at the onset of melting to a
narrow melt extraction zone at the seafloor suggests
that there is likely to be a small volume with a high
melt fraction at depths between 20 and 40 km, as
reported by Kelley et al. [2010]. To see the effects of
such a body, a test was conducted using a model in
which a small conductive anomaly of 10 W-m
extending from the base of the crust down to 25 km
depth was added to a uniform resistivity of 100W-m
for the triangular and pyramidal models. The results
(not shown) suggest that neither model is consistent
with the data, but that the effect of including the
shallow melt body is larger for the triangular melt

region, suggesting that the pyramidal model is pre-
ferred if a high melt fraction area at shallow depth is
required on the basis of other data.

[26] The addition of water to the upper mantle can
trigger significant hydrous melting below the dry
melting regime, and this process is integral to
melting processes in subduction zone settings [e.g.,
Kelley et al., 2006]. Hydration of the mantle lowers
the solidus and allows melting to occur at greater
depth, typically in excess of 100 km. To test the
possibility that hydrous melting is taking place
beneath the back-arc ridge, the triangular and pyra-
midal conductive anomalies (100 W-m) were
extended to 120 km depth. Absolute residuals with
the new models are not changed from those for
models without the hydrous melt regions, presum-
ably because the resistivity at these depths is low in
the original 2-D inversion models. Such a low
resistivity could be due to the existence of melt (or
possibly water) in a regional sense under hydrous
conditions.

[27] One consideration in understanding the lim-
itations of the data is the band-limited nature of the
MT responses. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the
differences in the MT responses for the melt region
are large at periods shorter than 103 s where the
field data are lacking.

[28] Another issue is whether the 2-D transect
played a role in limiting the resolving power of the
data: could a 3-D grid of stations have done a better
job? The sensitivity of data at additional hypothet-
ical 3-D sites was checked through a forward
modeling test. Figure 8 shows a plan view of nor-
malized residuals for the off-diagonal elements and
apparent resistivity and phase for the diagonal ele-
ments at a period of 1280 s for three model shapes
having a resistivity of 10 W-m. With the x axis
oriented along-strike and the y axis oriented across-
strike, perturbations in the xy element elongate
across-strike, while those in the yx element elon-
gate along-strike. The maximum size of the per-
turbations in the off-diagonal elements is relatively
isotropic. Consequently, 3-D grid data of the off-
diagonal elements would not significantly enhance
the resolving power to the 3-D melt regions con-
sidered. For the diagonal elements, a weak signa-
ture in apparent resistivity (<1 W-m) is seen at the
boundaries of melt regions, especially those with
strong three-dimensionality (e.g., the four edges
and corners of the rectangular column melt region
in Figure 8a), and characteristic patterns in phase
are found centered on the melt region. The melt
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Figure 8. Examples of plan view maps of apparent resistivity and phase at a period of 1280 s for (a) rectangular col-
umn, (b) triangular, and (c) pyramidal melt region models. The resistivity of the melt regions is 10 W-m. Values plotted
for the off-diagonal elements are absolute normalized residuals, while those for the diagonal elements are apparent
resistivity and phase. Colors in squares bordered by a black line in the off-diagonal elements indicate the values at
the actual data points, and those in circles indicate the values at the hypothetical data points. Dashed squares in the
center of each plot delineate a 60 km square outlining the area of the bottom of each melt region model. The actual
2-D transect is located at the 0 km x-distance.
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regions tested have sharp edges and corners, while
a realistic melt region could have rounder or
smoother edges resulting in a conical or elliptical
cone shape. Accordingly, the 3-D effects in the
modeled MT responses near the edges of the melt
region are likely overestimates.

[29] Some of the observed diagonal apparent resis-
tivities are as large as �1 W-m [Matsuno et al.,
2010]. This amplitude is comparable to the syn-
thetic signature near the boundaries of the melt
regions off the 2-D transect (Figure 8). Based on the
relationship between the location of a 3-D melt
region and the resultant distribution of the ampli-
tude of the diagonal apparent resistivity, if a 3-D
melt region shifted off the 2-D transect exists, it may
generate an amplitude comparable to that observed
at sites located on the 2-D transect. In addition, a
3-D melt region offset from the 2-D transect will
not generate significant perturbations in the off-
diagonal apparent resistivity (Figure 8). Hence,
the amplitude of the observed diagonal apparent
resistivity may imply the existence of such a 3-D
melt region. The circular lows in gravity data
found below the target segment and the next one to
the south [Kitada et al., 2006] support the exis-
tence of a 3-D melt region offset to the south from
the 2-D transect. However, 3-D seismic structures
inferred from surface waves [Pyle et al., 2010] and
body waves [Barklage, 2010] did not exhibit clear
evidence for such a feature.

[30] Similar modeling for the tipper response showed
weak effects, especially at the boundaries of the melt
regions, with characteristic patterns corresponding to
different geometries of the melt regions. These tipper
responses might be useful, but the amplitudes of the
synthetic signals are of the same order as the mea-
surement errors. In addition, topographic correction
of the marine tipper must be applied with caution
because they are strongly dependent on unknown
real structure.

5. Conclusion

[31] We have carried out a suite of electromagnetic
forward modeling and inversion tests to investigate
the feasibility of a 3-D melt region beneath the
central Mariana back-arc spreading ridge. We stress
that the resistivity model derived from the field data
does not require the presence of a 3-D melt region,
but we have evaluated whether 3-D melt regions
could be compatible with the MT observations. The
extent of a possible 3-D melt region in which
interconnected silicate melt is retained is not wide

near the Moho, corresponding to a narrow melt
extraction zone beneath the center of the ridge. The
along-axis dimension of a 3-D melt region in the
upper mantle is confined to the segment and
broadly consistent with an observed gravity anom-
aly. If melt exists uniformly at deeper depths, and
the melt is focused at shallower points, the 3-D melt
region has a pyramidal (or conical) shape, or an
intermediate shape between a triangular and pyra-
midal anomaly. The resistivity of the melt region
is 100 W-m, against a background resistivity of
�500 W-m, corresponding to an interconnected
silicate melt fraction of at most�1%, and possibly as
small as 0.1%. The maximum allowable melt frac-
tion inferred in the present study is consistent with
that from seismic attenuation structure by Pozgay
et al. [2009]. The lack of a clear conductive anom-
aly beneath the slow spreading back-arc system, and
the limits placed on any feasible 3-Dmelt body in the
region by this study, strongly suggest that melt
transport occurs through dynamic buoyancy-driven
mechanisms, in contrast to evidence from the fast
spreading southern East Pacific Rise.
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